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Sahara sand" upholstery (light GRAY with brown stitching) Standard

"Smoked Orange" upholstery. 440,00 €

"Coffee with cream" upholstery ( dark beige with light stitching) 440,00 €

”Cognac shoot” upholstery (cognac with light stitching) 440,00 €

Jockey seating (3 seat jockey) Standard

Side by sides modules- 2 sofas/4 places (Needs to be selected with with fishing package) 1 860, 00 €

6 seats module 2 + 2 + 2 (cannot be combined with fishing package) 3 720, 00 €

Additional two seats (cannot be combined with 6-seats module) 510,00 €

Front deck cushions 540,00 €

Targa arch and side windows * 2 890,00 €

SAXDOR 200 2/3

26 570,00 €SAXDOR 200 + MERCURY 100 XL CT L4

SAXDOR 200 + MERCURY 115 PROXS XL CT L4 27 360 ,00 €

*Prices valid until 31.8.2023. Recommended customer price exl. VAT and other applicable taxes and costs such as handling, freight and 

delivery. We reserve the right to modify the specifications of our models without prior notice. 

White grey                                                                                                                   Standard

Deep grey 490,00 €

Beige grey 490,00 €

SAXDOR 200 + MERCURY 150 XL PROXS L4

SAXDOR 200 + MERCURY 175 V6 DTS XL AND POWER STEERING - PRERIG

33 100,00 €

20  800,00 €

Targa arch with T-Top and side windows * 3 690,00 €

Targa arch with Soft top and side windows 3 690,00 €

* Only one Targa option can be selected, cannot be combined

Pro Fishing Package 4S. 2 x induvidual swiveling seats at helm and 2 x induvidual swiveling seats
on second row. Fishing targa with 4 rod holders (water ski arch), front deck railing with 4 rod 
holders. Fishing chair in bow, MotorGuide Xi5 SW trolling motor in bow compelete with MLI 
battery, fuse, cabling, quick mount, all integrated with 2 x Lowrance FS9 with monitoring of 
battery, trolling motor, engine data and echo sounder. 
(Cannot be combined with Simrad NSX Plotters, P79 Echosounder transducer or Water Ski Pole)                                                   10 900,00 € 

Basic fishing package 4S. Includes same as above excluding the trolling motor, battery and 
electrical accessories for this mentioned equipment 10 900,00 € 
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Water ski arch 905,00 €

*Prices valid until 31.8.2023. Recommended customer price exl. VAT and other applicable taxes and costs such as handling, freight and 

delivery. We reserve the right to modify the specifications of our models without prior notice. 

Twin Plotter NSX 3009 (incl. Mercury Smart Craft Connect) 3 4 20, 00 €

Single Plotter NSX 3009 (incl. Mercury Smart Craft Connect) 2  190, 00 €

Transducer P79                                                                                                                          3 99, 00 €

Mercury 1st Mate                                                                                                                     570, 00 €

TrimTabs, Standard with 150 hp engine (Standard with 150 hp and 175 pre-rig) 970, 00 €

Mercury ActiveTrim 770, 00 €

Basic Fusion Entertainment Set                                                                                               720, 00 €

Advanced Entertainment Set (available only with T-top roof option) 2 430, 00 €

Deck Lights - jockey seat version (cannot be combined with fishing package)                                                             440, 00 €

Deck lights – Side by Side seat version 440,00 €

Deck lights – 6 seats version (can not be combined with fishing package) 440,00 €

Shower on aft deck 360,00 €

Harbour covers cockpit - seats and console - Jockey seat (cannot be combined with fishing p.) 409,50 €

Harbour covers cockpit - seats and console - 6 Seat Version (cannot be combined with fishing p.) 1 080,00 €

Storage compartment in the front hatch (included in fishing package) 420,00 €

NMMA certified version for USA                                                                                                              860,00 €

Cooler 23 L (av. Only with jockey seat 190,00 €

Leather steering wheel Isotta UNICA 225,00 €

Cooler 36 L (av. Only with 4 seats) 190,00 €

Swimming lader                                                                                                                        330,00 €

Sunshade roof on fore deck (available only with T-top) 735,00 €

Transom gates 1 830,00 €

Side windows (included in targa and roofs option) 990,00 €

Sleeping CamperStyle Tent 990,00 €

Anti-slip material in big storage box.  (Standard with 150 hp engine and 175 pre-rig) 250,00 €

Soft deck on the large compartment hatch.  (Standard with 150 hp engine and 175 pre-rig) 990,00 €

Harbour covers cockpit - seats and console - Side by Side 705,00 €

Mooring package 305,00 €
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